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GIANT LEAPS
3D printing, epigenetics and telomeres:
three futuristic areas inspiring
high-performance anti-aging skincare.
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Flexible glass is coming soon to curved
cell phone displays. Suspension furniture
held together by tension is eliminating
the need for glue. And 3D printing is being
used everywhere from the medical worldto recreate miniature human kidneys and
livers in hopes of evntual~
using them in
transplants- to the runway, where Dutch
designer Iris van Herpen incorporated ·
into her couture collection last July.
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fibres from the fibroblasts,
they're just floating around doing
ng at all," says Miraglia. In other
, they sever the bun gee cords that
our faces taut. The team came upon
brown algae, which is found in
shallow coastal waters of the North
and is already being used in the
medical and food industries. It delivers
OJ0'gen that fuels the fibroblasts, giving
them additional energy to produce more
fibres and stay securely attached. "It's
helping anchor the fibroblasts to the
dermis, and that's critical," Miraglia says.
Rounding out the formula are marine
pep tides and copper-rich blue algae, all of
which is fermented for 72 hours to make
it biocompatible.
The final concoction, which Miraglia
jokingly calls "liquid Spanx," aims to
make skin as firm and resilient as pliable
glass. "It's the idea of creating a flexible
structure with something that's bringing
the elasticity back and allowing the edge
to lift," she says. Ideally, the skin would
also become stronger, in the same way a
luxurious fabric's density is enhanced. "It's
like it has a warp and a weft," says Miraglia.
"The higher the collagen and elastin thread
count, the tighter the knit. And everybody
wants to sleep on a 1,500 -thread-count
sheet." That we do. -Lesa Hannah
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WHERE WRINKL ES BEGIN,
ZOOMING IN ON OUR DNA

Sometimes, 40 really is the new 30. And
the tipoffisn'tworkdonewith a syringe,
but the state ofyour telomeres. Are
they long-a sign ofyouth and vitaliry?
Or short-an indicator of premature
aging? Telomeres are the protective
bits of DNA that sit at the ends of our
chromosomes like caps on shoelaces,
safeguarding our genetic information
and providing insight into how fast
we're aging. It's no wonder telomere
technology has segued into skin care.
"Telomeres are the new thing, just
like stem cells were," says Manhattan
dermatologist Dr. Paul Jarrod Frank.
"But it's premature to say they're the
key to health, beaury and longevity.
Anecdotally, we know that if we smoke
and drink more, our telomeres can
shorten, but in terms ofskincare there's
so much we don't know." That hasn't
. stopped savry brands from developing what they call telomere-protective
compounds. To make the leap from
chromosomes to creams, it helps to
dip into the science.
When a cell divides, telomeres
shorten. If they get too short, the cell
stops dividing and deteriorates. In the
case ofyour face, this impaired cellular
function may translate to slowed cell
repairandrenewalandwaningcollagen
and elastin. Kate Somerville's answer
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is Telo-5, found in Age Arrest AntiWrinkle Cream ($105, sephora.com) .
The L.A. facialist claims the ingredient
works with theskin'srepairmechanism,
improving elasticiry, discolouration
and collagen production. "In in-vitro
experiments, the technology is shown
to protect the telomeric ends, helping
to minimize deterioration. I think of it
like an insurance policy against aging,"
she says . Orlane, meanwhile, has
created Telo-protectyl, found in B21
Extra- ordinaire Youth Reset serum
($225, at Shoppers Drug Mart) . The
free-radical-fighting lipid is designed
to maintain telomere length by limiting
oxidative stress.
But the idea that a topical product
can affect our telomeres is a sticking
point for Frank. "If these creams made
changes to the DNA of the skin, they'd
be classified as drugs and regulated
by the FDA." One thing that has been
proven to lengthen t elomeres is the
enzyme telomerase. Oral supplements
have been shown to increase the body's
production of it, but the jury is out on
whether it can be stimulated in the skin
by a cream -and whether that in turn
would deliver skin that looks decades
younger. "I think there's a future in
telomeres and telomerase for skincare;'
says Frank, "but right now it's still very
sci-fi." - l11mdySchmid

